We have investigated the optimum parameter to fabricate multi fiber of silica material for directional coupler based on fusion and elongation techniques. Coupling coefficient between the fibers was derived by using Hankel and Bessel function. However, the fusion temperature was experimentally determined as function of elongation speed. Good performance of multi fiber coupler has been obtained for fabrication parameters of fusion temperature and elongation speed of 1350 o C and 125 µm/s respectively. The proposed coupling coefficient shows a better accuracy with empirical one for various coupling length. It is exponentially increased by reducing the distance between fibers. Finally, the microscopic analysis of coupling region deformation has shown that the silica material was well dispersed and distributed.
Introduction
Optical multi fiber coupler plays important key in optical network communication. It's ability to process whatever to divide, to combine, and to switch any optical signal makes this device more applicable as passive devices and sensing application [1, 2] . The multi fiber coupler was fabricated by joining at least two optical fibers until the fiber's cladding make a contact and allow the electromagnetic field interact each other.
The multi fiber coupler was experimentally studied based on the energy exchange among guided modes [3, 4] . He also theoretically determined a coupling Eq. from unperturbed general wave Eq.. A derivation of his general theory was followed by the application to the specific cases of electro optic modulation, photo elastic and magneto-optic modulation, and optical filtering. Fabrication process to produce multi fiber couplers requires an advance technique since it deals with small SMF having the diameter in micron size. Danh et al. purposed a twist-etching method that successfully fused two single mode fibers by potting the coupling region. The twisted-coupling region was solidified by filling a bottle and then two fibers were positioned with certain index oil. It was simplified with a liquid state potting material. But, this technique still produces a fiber coupler with high insertion and exertion loss about 20 dB [5] .
A few years later, a new method to fabricate fiber coupler with a better performance was studied [6] . His method was called fusion, which is carried out by comparing the manual and automatic techniques. The steps of fabrication was started by removing the fiber coating, fiber setting at the connector and installed in the workstation. The coupling region was heated until the desired coupling ratio was reached. Nevertheless, this method still has a lot of limitations in terms of maintaining the coupling ratio since it looks like a trial-and-error fabrication system. It more emphasizes to the polarization maintaining fiber. This technique produced the fiber couplers with exertion loss less than 0. 5 dB. The fabrication of multi fiber coupler was improved from a conventional becomes more advance technique in period of time. Fusion method was improved by changing the plasma source by utilizing CO2 laser [7] . Good performance of fundamental 1x2 fiber coupler was fabricated by a suitable fusion period. This method still has significant limitation of experimental set up, because the process contaminates the structure of SiO2 silica fiber due to the chemical reaction between higher temperature CO2 laser and the silica fiber. It may also change the properties of SiO2 fiber, instead of high-cost fabrication technique.
In this paper, we optimize the design of the multi fiber coupler by using fusion and elongation method. The coupling parameters and power transfer propagation at coupling region are determined based on Coupled-Mode Theory (CMT) and perturbation method. However, the accuracy of coupling coefficient is improved by introducing Bessel and modified Bessel function in derivation. We also provide the appropriate heating temperature and pulling speeds to produce good performance of fiber coupler in term low optical loss.
Fabrication technique of multi silica directional fiber coupler
The fabrication of multi fiber coupler is carried out by placing three single mode fibers on the stages. Corning fiber (SMF-28e®), are connected to the laser source (1310 nm) and displayed to the photo detector. The two fibers are twisted and held by a vacuum system in both stages. All components are recorded and by
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589 a data acquisition card installed to the computer system. The initial step is to set parameters such as coupling ratio, maximum pulling length, x-y-z position of torch flame, and flowing of H2 gas. 1 mW laser launched to the one of input ports is detected by photo detector and kept for calibration. At the same time, fusion and pulling process are started. During torch flame heating the coupling region, the fibers are elongated by pulling stages with suitable pulling speed. Heating and pulling process will be automatically stopped when the pre-set coupling ratio is reached. 
Results and Discussion

a. Optimum coupling coefficient
Since the fibers having identical propagation constants are electromagnetically isolated, they will transfer their power each other due to coupling coefficient between them. The coupling coefficient can be expressed as follow [4] .
The electric fields in both fibers are varies exponentially, and it was summarized by [4, 5] ,
where C is constant coefficient that related to the normalization of electric field   
From part 3 of (5) it can be seen that, 
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It can be seen in Fig 4 that the purposed model of coupling coefficient is more accurate that previous one again empirical. When the fiber separation is longer, the purposed coupling coefficient more decreases following the experimental one compared to the previous coupling model. 
b. Fusion and Elongation Parameters
All optical devices require the power loss as minimum as possible. In the case of multi multi fiber coupler, the performance of output power characteristics is also determined by the exertion loss. It commonly appears when fabricating the fiber coupler. Unlike the coupling length, the degree of fusion can be controlled by varying the temperature of the flame and the speed of the fiber elongation. The elongation speed, which induces strain in the coupled fibers, is adjusted by changing the power driven of the motors attached to the translational pulling stages. The minimum strain is required to be introduced during the fusion stage that should be sufficient to avoid any sagging of the softened pair of fibers due to gravity. By manipulating the temperature of the fibers, varying the fiber's location relatively to the flame, the time of fusion phase, and the speed of elongation mainly any degree of fusion can be achieved in practice. The degree of fusion corresponding to the length of elongation determines the separation distance between fiber axis at the coupling region. However, by twisting three or four fibers at the fusion region will make the pulling stages directly elongate the coupling region. It can be seen that the minimum of exertion loss of 1x3 and 1x4 fiber coupler can be reached at the same elongation speeds. It can be seen in Fig  5a that the lowest value of exertion loss in 1x3 fiber coupler is yielded 0.34 dB at pulling speed of 100 µm/s.
The lowest exertion loss of 1x4 was obtained 0.34 dB by pulling the coupling region at elongation speed of 125 µm/s at fusion temperature 1350 °C as given in Fig 5b. Certainly, these appropriate values of pulling speed are very important to obtain better fabrication technique for various single mode fiber couplers . Fig 5b  exhibits that the exertion loss of 1x4 is higher than 1x3 fiber couplers. The more number of fibers joint, the more elongation of the coupling region is required to increase the degree of fusion so that power can be transferred. The further the coup-ling length causes more losses of optical power at coupling length. It is also caused by the change of fiber's refractive index during pulling and heating process. 
Conclusion
This study summarizes that the power transfer propagation of electric field at the coupling region is significantly affected by the distance of separation between the fibers and also the coupling length. The coupling coefficient was exponentially increased by reducing the distance of separation between fiber axes. The profile of coupling ratio as function of the pulling length provides an information that a set of pre-set coupling ratio can be easily obtained at shorter pulling length. Therefore, the lowest exertion losses are about 0.003 dB have been produced for the pulling speed of 125 µm/s at heating temperature of 1350 o C. 
